Branched chain amino acids: Passive biomarkers or the key to the pathogenesis of cardiometabolic diseases?
The metabolomic approach to research on lifestyle diseases has led to the discovery of new potential biomarkers of pathological conditions as well as key metabolic pathways that may become targets of therapeutic intervention. Current evidence supports plasma branched chain amino acids (BCAAs) as potential diagnostic and prognostic biomarkers of cardiometabolic diseases. However, the biological mechanisms of the associations that have been identified are still not completely understood and should be clarified before implementing BCAA-based biomarkers in the clinical setting. The most crucial issue that needs to be solved first is determining whether BCAA plasma profile disturbances are only passive biomarkers or whether they facilitate dysmetabolic processes. In this context, further research is also warranted to investigate the role of dietary BCAAs. Gaining this knowledge would be significant progress in molecular nutrition research, providing perspective for target therapeutic and prophylactic interventions. This paper provides a comprehensive review of the main hypotheses and mechanistic models that consider circulating BCAAs both as passive biomarkers and as contributors to cardiometabolic diseases.